BlueCart has streamlined my ordering process,
saving me time and allowing me to more efficiently
scale my business and open new restaurants.”
Ben Stoltzfoos

Owner/Operator @ Jimmy Johns

Restaurant (Gourmet Sandwiches)
Champaign, IL
November 2015

2x

as fast and accurate
when placing orders

Before BlueCart it was very difficult to monitor ordering at all three
locations. Now with BlueCart, Jimmy John’s knows exactly what their

BlueCart allows for
more time to focus on
employee training.

80%

increase in supply
chain satisfaction

stores are ordering and when they order. This gives Ben, Owner and
Operator at Jimmy John’s, a peace of mind because they know they
will not run out of product.

“BlueCart is great because it allows me to monitor and place
orders from all three of my franchise locations. I get email
notifications every time an order is placed by one of my
managers and can quickly check my BlueCart account to view
order histories. The ability to remotely monitor and manage
ordering allows me to support my managers, making their jobs
much easier. This is a mobile solution that definitely improves my
life as a multi-unit franchisee!”
Ben Stoltzfoos

Owner/Operator @ Jimmy Johns

BlueCart helps Jimmy John's to streamline their operations and
decrease the likelihood of errors. Managers get more help from Owner
and Operator Ben, and they don't need to worry about order errors
since they know Ben is monitoring orders for their store. BlueCart gives
Ben more time to find and train new managers.
Training and developing managers is one of the biggest challenges Ben
faces as an owner of fast casual restaurants. So it is a big deal anytime
he finds a tool to make his job easier, more streamlined, and error-proof
for his managers. Since using BlueCart, Ben has been able to lower
labor costs and increase employee satisfaction.

Restaurant Wholesale Ordering Made Simple.
Instant streamlined ordering done wherever you are.

Sign Up Now
app.bluecart.com/register.html
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